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 As we head into Leo’s home turf we have 3 more weeks to savor the 
adventures and expansive opportunities of Jupiter in Leo. What a great 
opportunity to enjoy some down time and summer getaways! Since your green 
thumb worked overtime this spring, you are probably harvesting some delicious 
fruits and veggies and eating a number of meals prepared on the grill. If you 
are a Leo boss, be sure to schedule a much-deserved vacation during the sultry 
weeks of summer. Leos love to party and cherish their social life so honor your 
favorite Leo with a nice birthday bash featuring abundant food, beverage and 
humor. Celebrate their warmth and loving hearts and help them remember the 
good times and your love. 
 
LLEWELLYN ANNUALS 
 

 You can find copies of the 2016 Llewellyn Herbal Almanac Annual at bookstores 
now. The gorgeous cover says it all and inside you’ll find inspiring articles. I 
wrote one that features potato recipes called “A Salute to Spuds.” You’ll also 
find my work in the 2016 Moon Sign Book in the front calendar section that 
includes facts and tips with helpful hints imbedded in the individual calendar 
pages.  

 
THANK YOU for the many cards, gifts, and birthday greetings you sent. I appreciate 
your thoughtfulness and cherish our relationships and the blessings they bring.  
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: Congratulations to DN for winning the June drawing, a $10 gift 
certificate to use toward a future consultation or report. All clients who book a 
consultation of one hour or more during the Leo cycle are eligible for the same 
drawing. Leo celebrants take $10 off the consulting fee. Congratulations to C, D, and 
J – all Leos and all turning 75 this year! Celebrate well. Cyber threats continue to 
affect the general population including some of my favorite friends, family and 
clients. One of the latest is a very upbeat message that tells you that you won a large 
sum of money and they want to deposit it in either your checking or savings account. 
Another variation is that you won back pay and it is ready to go into the account of 
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your choice. You know what to do! Be sure your virus protection software is up to 
date. Cyber crooks are profusely targeting the population above age 55 with all types 
of scams involving health care and medical expenses. In many areas of the country, 
felons have placed skimmers on ATM machines to gain entry to your account passwords 
– shield any machine each time you use it to be safe. Address book grabbers are on the 
prowl also as well those sending fake announcements using the e-mail address of 
someone you know. Be a good pal and contact mailing list members if you get 
something suspicious from them and don’t think they sent it.   
 
Check out my website at www.astrologyondemand.com and follow me on twitter 
@AstroOnDemand. 
   
 LEO’S BIRTHDAY HIGHLIGHTS 
 

Happy Birthday, Leo! Your sun sign affiliates with royalty and favors purple 
tones, magentas and rich blues in your color scheme. Your personality sparkles with 
drama and daring while you bring good vibrations to your family, friends and 
associates. The Sun rules your sign and your 5th House of adventure, fun, games, social 
life, children, lovers, dating experiences, freelancing, sports, exercise, romantic 
interludes, speculation, risk-taking and entrepreneurial enterprises. You have a flair 
for individualism and what you express compliments your magnetic personality in 
displaying the qualities most affiliated with Leo. Those attributes include a “can-do” 
attitude, pride of accomplishment, entertaining and socializing skills, cherishing your 
love interests,leadership, loyalty, recreational pursuits and a fascination with the big 
picture. The planets you have in your 5th house describe the complexity of emotions, 
temperament and the range of creative and recreational activity that interests you. A 
number of you are hard core sports fans and may be either an active participant or 
spectator; for others the world of entertainment and showmanship drives your passion; 
ditto your desire to be in charge. You are a creature of habit – if you dance, it is a hot 
pursuit. Yours is the 2nd fixed sign and the 2nd fire sign of the Zodiac. Your 
magnanimous spirit attracts others who are impressed by your enthusiasm. Your sign 
rules the back, blood, circulatory system, heart, spine and metabolism; illness often 
results when your emotions are blocked or when you don’t know how to release your 
anger. You feel the wounds deeply when someone rejects you or bashes your ego. 
Even if you don’t react outwardly you feel the pain, and when it passes you go on to 
find new connections. If a parent you are supportive and enthusiastic about your 
children’s interests and enjoy sharing their accomplishments with others. Leos come in 
two distinct personality styles: exuberant Lions that want their share of the limelight 
and the more reserved  yet equally powerful “Cats” who bask in glory at a more subtle 
pace. New directions fire your spirit through September 2016 as a result of the 
movement of Jupiter in Virgo traveling through your 2nd House of money and income 
and the transit of Uranus in Aries in compatible aspect to your Sun while it travels 
through your 9th House of distant places, higher learning, publishing, and foreigners. 
Maybe you will travel to a desired destination in the year ahead and take the trip of a 
lifetime. This year the Sun enters your sign on July 22 at 11:30 PM EDT and leaves on 
August 23 at 6:37 AM EDT.   
  

Your birthday year starts out with the wrap-up of Jupiter in Leo on August 11 
in your solar 1st house of personal appearance, self-interest, assertive action, 
creativity, implementation of plans, image creation, passion and a willingness to take 
risks. Jupiter has been helping you to flaunt your best qualities and no doubt brought 
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you opportunity and reward since last July 16. Now that you have one power cycle 
under your belt you have a chance to increase your earnings when Jupiter moves to 
Virgo and your solar 2nd House on August 11th and brings optimism and new directions 
through September 8, 2016.  You laid the groundwork for more visibility while Jupiter 
has been in your sign -- all you have to do now is apply for jobs, reframe your financial 
picture and attract new supporters looking for your specific brand of talent. Some of 
you will grab the brass ring and compete for top leadership positions or participate in 
other competitive ventures. Saturn in Scorpio makes demanding aspects to your Sun 
through September 17 if born August 21-August 23 in your solar 4th House as it 
relates to your financial outlook, domestic scene, family members, base of 
operation, changes in the home, business transactions involving real estate, and 
new health routines. While completing this challenging journey you finally identify 
and use solutions that have been on the back burner and want to solve those known 
and unexpected personal obligations that land in your lap. Depending on your age 
group, you may decide to relocate for your career or downsize to a more manageable 
property. Education could also be a factor in why you move to a new city. A Saturn 
test allows you to make adjustments, claim your power and tackle responsibility 
differently. The next cycle brings rewards –that’s because early Leos born July 23-
August 9 experience the strongest, positive vibes when Saturn moves back into 
compatible Sagittarius on September 17 and stays with you through the rest of your 
birthday cycle. In that late Scorpio cycle pay attention to unfinished business if born 
August 20-23. Now is the time to shed the control freak inside you – it is not flattering 
and can make others cringe or call you “bossy” behind your back. Those of you who 
are quieter “lions” may find yourself taking deep breaths to release frustration and 
using yoga to manage stress. With Saturn in your solar 5th house you could make a huge 
commitment to an exercise or fitness routine to meet your desired goals. Some of you 
get a break with children who seem less demanding; others find romance in social 
settings; and those of you with a partner learn to appreciate the gift of stability and 
cherish the affection and loyalty. Enjoy monetary windfalls when Saturn trines your 
Sun between now and your next birthday and add to your 401K. Be good to your heart. 
Uranus in Aries in your solar 9th House favorably contacts Leos born August 4-14 
through your birthday cycle and may bring unexpected educational opportunities, 
writing contracts, travel opportunities, an interest in studying foreign languages, 
spontaneous adventure, body and mind transformations, long-distance vistors or 
foreigners,new work projects, spiritual insight and for some, a work detail that leads 
to greater rewards. Some of you could actually move and others will have business 
dealings in foreign countries.Contact with this unpredictable planet often nets an 
assignment that could bring leadership opportunities into your life. Adapting to change 
supports greater personal growth. Certain Leos will find medical and legal experts 
popping up in your life to meet your needs or those of other family members.  
Neptune in Pisces contacts the Sun of Leos born July 28-August 3 in your solar 8th 
House of perception, digging deep for answers, detection, inner excavation and 
healing, debts, joint funds, mortgages, loans, credit cards, estates, insurance, 
surgery, and travel on the causal plane from now through the end of your birthday 
cycle. A number of you could find yourself in situations of significant intensity 
regarding relationship dynamics and financial responsibilities especially those involving 
partners of all types.  If you have been subject to any type of dysfunction in these 
areas, you may bolt and retreat to more peaceful environments; some could get out of 
stressful financial arrangements with partners not on the same page; temporary 
housing is a possibility for others; watch what you sign to avoid heavy duty long-term 
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payment or financial obligations. Continue to pay down any accumulated debt so that 
you start the new year with financial solvency. Those of you in happy relationships 
benefit from displaying romantic overtures – wine, music, candles, flowers and 
planning special celebrations. Neptune remains in Pisces until 2025 so keep monetary 
ventures in balanced perspective. Do review your asset portfolio and your will 
periodically, put property into a revocable trust, and keep excellent financial records 
for your estate manager. Update records and legal documents. Pluto in Capricorn in 
your solar 6th House of work-related matters, health, pets and nutrition, connects 
most strongly with Leos born August 4-10, where it makes the quincunx or 
inconjunct aspect, a highly stressful connection that helps you pause and take a 
hard look at your talent and figure out what aspect of it you most want to sell to 
authority figures. If you think you deserve more than you are receiving figure out how 
to make yourself indispensible at the work place and execute a well thought out 
power play. The influence here of Pluto will draw attention to what you might change 
about your style, your communication skills and your attitude. Replacement energy is 
in the wings waiting to start a new course of action. Take care of your health and use 
the force of this current Pluto transit to transform your environment. The answer for 
some of you is to acknowledge that it is time to quit your job, retire, or give up the 
late night snacking. Aspects from transiting Uranus in Aries continue to affect this 
sector of your chart even if Uranus in Aries favors your sun. Look for resources now 
that reinforce changes that occur in the last three months of this year.  
 
 Four eclipses occur during 2015; two lunar and two solar. You are already 
under the influence of two of them that occurred in the spring and will experience 
two more in September. Eclipses begin to take effect months before they actually 
hit; then transits over their degrees start the wheels in motion for the events that 
unfold in your chart. Eclipses that affect your birthday year started with the March 
20 solar eclipse in Pisces which fell in your solar 8th House of joint finances, debt 
and money you owe, new resources, wills, estates, mortgages, inner depth, sex, birth, 
death and regeneration. With eclipses beginning to occur in this house you may 
experience several events related to these matters. Several of you could be actively 
seeking romantic relationships and if they are not readily available could find yourself 
surfing the Net for dating sites or taking a solo vacation or cruise to a lively 
destination. With Neptune also transiting this house be sure to avoid confusing 
financial entanglements. This eclipse plays out until September 13 when another 
solar eclipse occurs in Virgo in your solar 2nd House of income, resources, self-
development, and spending habits. This eclipse can open your eyes wide to a 
financial picture that needs to be restructured – your own or a company budget – you 
could be involved in an audit or could uncover a significant error when you undertake 
balancing the books. Go through collections and possessions and repair what needs 
fixing or sort your piles for a yard sale or a gift to a favority charity The April 4th 
Lunar Eclipse in Libra fell in your solar 3rd House of mental health and attitude, 
communication, education, neighborhood, sibilings, cousins, transportation and 
technology. Its presence there has made it possible for you to get your point across 
smoothly and effortlessly while you attract dating and work partners. Be sure to stand 
up and be counted when raises are in the wind for performance excellence and don’t 
fog out on a romantic interlude in favor of showing your best stuff on the job. Avoid 
any fatal attractions that send you running to escape a relationship that is not right for 
you – it won’t be easy to shake the entanglement if you jump in prematurely. If you 
met any new people around April 4 you already know whether the dynamic is working. 
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Spend quality time with family members and ease up on playing all those computer 
games. The last eclipse of 2015 falls in Aries, a lunar eclipse on September 27th in 
your solar 9th House of the higher mind, long-distance travel, life-enhancing education, 
and legal matters. This eclipse gives you the strong urge to expand your horizons 
either through education or travel; some may be tempted to change jobs and move far 
from your current base of operations. Others are struck by the wanderlust or have 
several unexpected visitors from locations far from your home; a number of you will 
study languages, especially those that are uncommon and off the chain. Seek advice 
from the pros if you are separating from a stable environment or need moving advice. 
Transiting Uranus occupies this house all year and reminds you of the need to stay cool 
when sudden events occur and demand your quick response. A flexible attitude helps 
you weather any storms. Develop plans that contribute to your happiness, facilitate 
your leadership and problem-solving skills and strengthen the opportunities for success 
that lead to regeneration for those of you who work at it. Have fun in a sunny climate 
and find release near the water and through the entertainment media. If you have Leo 
on the Ascendant you may find the material in this section in line with your natal 
chart. Enjoy! 
                           
Famous Leos include: Slash , Monica Lewinsky, Daniel Radcliffe, Woody Harrelson, 
Jennifer Lopez, Matt LeBlanc, Dorothy Hamill, Kevin Spacey, Mick Jagger, Sandra 
Bullock, Jonathan Rhys-Meyers, Jamie Pressly, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Laurence 
Fishburne, Christopher Nolan, Lisa Kudrow, Wesley Snipes, Jerry Garcia, Yves Saint 
Laurent, Edward Furlong, Soulja Boy, Dustin Milligan, Zach Parise, Elizabeth Berkley, 
Lori Loughlin, Sally Struthers,  Martha Stewart, Martin Sheen, President Barack Obama, 
Steve Martin, Billy Bob Thornton, Loni Anderson, Ericka Slezak, Evangeline Lilly, 
Charlize Theron, David Duchovny, Dustin Hoffman, Gillian Anderson, Melanie Griffith, 
Whitney Houston, Jim Davis, Darryl Hickman, Antonio Banderas, Hulk Hogan, Casey 
Affleck, George Hamilton, Julie Newmar, Steve Carrell, Danielle Steel, Jennifer 
Lawrence, Halle Berry, Magic Johnson, James Cameron, Ben Affleck, Debra Messing, 
Angela Bassett, Kathie Lee Gifford, Madonna, Robert De Niro, Sean Penn, Christian 
Slater, Dennis Leary, Edward Norton, Robert Redford, John Stamos, Tipper Gore, Bill 
Clinton, Matthew Perry, Connie Chung, Amy Adams, Isaac Hayes, Slobodan Milosovic, 
Kenny Rogers, Giada De Laurentis, and Tori Amos.  
 

PLANET ACTIVITY FROM JULY 22-AUGUST 23 
 

 The cycle we are entering continues the theme of high intensity; both the Full 
(2 of them this month)and the New Moons in July have been challenging with links to 
Mars and Pluto and Uranus in hard aspect to the New Moon in Cancer; the second Full 
Moon occurs on July 31 and while it stimulates communication we may experience too 
much of a good thing when private information leaks or secrets cannot be kept. Watch 
for some big reveals. The Leo New Moon of August 14 favors reunions, family affairs, 
and vacations. Current configurations show Uranus in Aries in challenging aspect to 
Pluto in Capricorn giving Cardinal signs a high energy period that gives problem-
solving skills a workout. Uranus in Aries goes retrograde on July 26 and stays that way 
until December 25 most affecting Aries born April 6-11 during this cycle. Uranus joins 
already retrograde outer planets Saturn, Neptune and Pluto and joins Venus which 
goes retrograde at 0 Virgo on July 25, tumbles back into Leo on August 1st and 
affects the love planet until September 6. These retrograde planets give you an 
opportunity to clean house and meet lessons head on that may have surfaced in your 
life during 2015; give yourself a chance to take inventory of relationships at work and 
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in your personal life to cultivate a more balanced environment. A tough aspect during 
the final days of July relates to hard aspects to Venus that make it difficult to stay 
neutral in family arguments, tolerate the touchiness with a love partner or to enter 
into a monetary agreement based on specific house activity as Venus moves through 
your chart. Be aware of tension that leads to jealousy, criticism, control issues that 
include standoffs over money, purchasing power, and decisions of all types.  
 
Jupiter in Leo wraps up its journey through the sign on August 11; by now you have 
achieved long-desired goals or are in the process of claiming your place in the 
leadership universe by launching new ideas for your cherished ventures. In the first 5 
days of August those of you born August 21-28 and November 15-25 feel the effects of 
a hard Jupiter-Saturn square that offers you an opportunity to think more 
optimistically, deal with limitations and show more understanding in relationships.  
Virgos get a chance to shine from August 11 through September 9, 2016 when 
Jupiter moves to that sign giving the go-ahead to develop long-range planning and 
organizing goals; set up career and residence moves, take a cherished trip to a dream 
sheet location; and create a new wave of expansion via use of critical thinking skills 
and entrepreneurial risks. Whether you want to or not you will continue to witness 
globally the ongoing clash of politics with ideology. Keep your eye on pensions and 
retirement investments for regulatory changes. Accelerating legislative battles heat up 
in Congress and news about presidential candidates continues to make the news as the 
number of running hopefuls increases. Mars wraps up its journey in home-oriented 
Cancer and heads to Leo on August 8 to energize ambition, find enjoyment in 
recreational, sports and entertainment pursuits and with fitness routines. Know that 
you could come under fire for your actions; just let go of your ego and let the criticism 
fade; by next month you won’t remember it. Mercury leaves passionate, romantic 
and fun-loving Leo energy behind and moves to practical, precise Virgo on August 7 
where the intellectual planet shines with ideas on how to tackle detail-oriented, 
analytical work. Now is the time to complete projects and initiate new ones. Inspire 
others to build confidence and seek new work that generates personal satisfaction. 
Plan on a well-deserved vacation to recharge your workaholic genes and return 
refreshed with the desire to keep more balance in your life. Retrograde Saturn in late 
Scorpio links up in hard aspect to retrograde Neptune in Pisces. These two planets 
are not the most compatible so you may witness the dynamics of “life is a dream and I 
love my vision” versus “the cold hard reality that exists” and reminds you not to run 
away from responsibility. Resolve differences and take steps to rid yourself of 
psychosomatic illnesses that keep you in a holding pattern, especially in the first week 
of August.  
 
 Retrograde Chiron in Pisces is especially sensitive for individuals born March 
9-11. By October you will have answers to dilemmas that have created insecurity; 
some of you get relief as early as August or after the next Mercury retrograde period. 
Address the wounds in your life also known as long-entrenched issues and embrace the 
good karma that is coming your way.The Sun will enjoy extra energy from Mars in Leo 
starting August 9. Fire signs may be hard to tame during this period and it will be 
difficult to outperform many of them over the next 5 weeks. Maintain a courteous 
relationship with contacts and you will get props for your savvy skills. Marketers and 
advertisers should find most of August perfect for launching campaigns, writing, 
creating new products and services, and accomplishing pressingtasks that keep you on 
track for meeting deadlines. Why not take a course or two to complement a hobby 
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when you are chilling from the intensity of your daily grind? Otherwise relax at the 
pool or enjoy the beach. Celebrate your healthy life by including relaxation in your 
daily routine. Check on old friends or meet new ones to expand your social life. Add 
laughter in abundance to your daily intake of wellness.  
 

LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES 
 

 The information that follows represents the cycles and sign changes that occur 
between July 22 and August 23. 
 

 July 22: Sun Enters Leo, 11:31 PM EST 

July 31: Full Moon in Aquarius, 6:44 AM EDT, 7°k 56” (2nd one this month) 

August 14: New Moon in Leo, 10:54 AM EDT, 21°e 31” 

August 23: Sun Enters Virgo, 6:38 AM EDT 
  
PEOPLE, PLACES AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS 
 
 Congratulations are in order for the scientists and successful mission crew of 
New Horizons for sharing the inspiring photos of Pluto that will continue to reveal 
details about this important geological body discovered 85 years ago by Clyde 
Tombaugh. Go to their website to get daily reports if this is a topic of interest to you. 
Readers asked for insight into several public figures and events and wanted more 
information about cooking experts, celebrities and politicians. Time and research 
constraints limit the amount of material I am able to include in this feature. With new 
candidates entering the race for President in the 2016 election, especially among 
Republicans, many of you have asked for insight. I was going to table further 
discussion until the field narrows but will make a concession and briefly cover both 
Bernie Sanders and queries about Donald Trump whose chart was covered in earlier 
editions. Many readers are asking what is going on with “The Donald.” As I write this 
newsletter another candidate has jumped into the already crowded race, Taurus John 
Kasich, Governor of Ohio. Long before the Republican party convention meets in 2016, 
at least 20 candidates are expected to be contenders. Stay tuned to all that is 
occurring on the world stage; the summer will continue to bring hot stories related to 
North Korea’s leadership; Greece’s economy (a 0°Leo country with a stellium of 
planets and Ascendant in Cancer that has experienced several hits from the transit of 
Uranus square Pluto, and two eclipses in the last year that led to the internal and 
external conflicts Greek citizens are experiencing); terrorism here and abroad; the 
banning of the Confederate flag; President Obama’s anything but Lame Duck energy 
this year in restoring a relationship with Cuba, reinforcing Obamacare and validating 
same-sex marriage with the help of the Supreme Court, and delivering a moving eulogy 
in Charleston, South Carolina after the tragic slaying of 9 church attendees; and 
increasingly treacherous breaches of cyber security that seem to touch all of us.     
 
Bernie Sanders: The popular senator from Vermont is a member of the intellectual 
and analytical sign, Virgo, with a stellium of planets in Virgo (Sun, North Node and 
Neptune) and Libra (Mercury, Juno, Vesta and Venus), Moon and Mars in Aries 
(leadership and passion), Saturn in Taurus, and Jupiter in Gemini (communicator). His 
chart clearly shows intelligence and innovation in expressing his ideas of political 
reform. He turns 74 in September yet has the passion, energy and commitment to get 
out his left-leaning message to the American voters. For all the good his chart shows 
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about his decision-making and consistency, it does not have any planets in Cancer, 
Capricorn or Aquarius that would tie him to the U.S. chart and an election win.     
 

The USA Chart and Pluto: The U.S. Sun in Cancer is reacting to the opposition of Pluto 
in Capricorn from an economic and a political standpoint as it has for the past few 
years. In the July 2014 Leo Newsletter I covered details more extensively. As indicated 
in past newsletters, keep your eye on China with its plans to amass even more wealth 
and world holdings and llok at its current stock market extremes and economic 
inflation. Due to the long passage of Pluto in retrograde motion for 6 months out of 
the year and its movement of only 3-4 degrees a year, the last opposition occurred on 
January 2 and the next two occur on August 24 and October 26. Watch those time 
periods for emerging global developments.              
 
Donald Trump: According to today’s polls Trump is leading other Republican 
contenders in double digits, with his rating of 24% of the voter support. Those numbers 
won’t hold up as time goes on, especially in light of his criticism of the Mexican 
community on the day he announced his candidacy (June 16), and last weekend’s 
barrage of criticism for John McCain, prisoners of war and the armed forces. Trump is 
a Gemini born June 14; his Ascendant is 29°of Leo; he was born with a Uranus, North 
Node and Sun conjunction, an aspect that makes one shoot from the hip – yes, loose 
lips, bizarre statements and rapid fire delivery. Often he comes up with brilliant ideas 
and has a very well-aspected Jupiter so he is rich and famous and knows what to do 
with his money and investments. The other side of the coin is that he often throws 
things out there for pure shock value to get a rise out of his audience – and he is not 
necessarily right when his poorly aspected Mercury in Cancer (mental state, 
perception, facts) is thrown into the mix. Many colleagues have described him as the 
most self-confident person they have ever met even if they don’t agree with him – and 
note that Donald does not like to apologize or back down. Although some of his 
financial deals are collapsing due to his controversial remarks, he is no doubt looking 
for more fish to fry. How the Republican Party deals with him is going to be front and 
center in the coming months. Since I have his birth time I progressed his chart and 
found that his progressed Sun is exactly on his Ascendant at 29°Leo which is also the 
degree of the fixed star Regulus – that combination is responsible for ramping up the 
ego and making a play for the limelight. Simultaneously retrograde Saturn in late 
Scorpio is in hard aspect to the Ascendant/progressed Sun degree. What will Trump do 
to clarify his positions and shore up his place in the running? Will he be able to do it or 
will his actions be too polarizing? Stay tuned. 
 
Giada De Laurentis:  This talented chef, presenter of sophisticated Italian cuisine, 
business entrepreneur and star of several Food Network shows is a Leo born with 
Mars,the Sun and Dark Moon Lilith in that sign, along with the Moon and Saturn in 
Taurus, a tight conjunction of Mercury, Pluto, and Vesta in Virgo, Uranus conjunct 
Venus in Libra, and Jupiter and Neptune in Scorpio. The dominance and position of 
fixed planets in her chart show that she will not compromise how she markets her 
craft, or her preference for style and presentation; she is focused and determined to 
develop appetizing products and does not like to make substitutions in recipes she has 
created. In March the Pisces eclipse exactly opposed Vesta in her chart indicating that 
she may have had to weather a few storms due to adverse publicity or disagreements 
with close ties. Giada may also have started new business enterprises or taken on 
unique projects that will manifest additional success for her in the next two years. She 
is proud of being inducted into the Culinary Hall of Fame in 2012 . Giada displays high 
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energy and a love of beauty and drama in her profession. She has staying power and 
despite recent personal setbacks in her love life (divorce, no prenup) will be a driving 
force on the Food Network for years to come. Jupiter in Virgo brings her new 
opportunities for expansion in the coming year.  
     
READERS’ CORNER 
 

 A number of readers wrote in to share their holiday experiences both pleasant 
and challenging; others commented on how meaningful the explanation of retrograde 
planets in last month’s newsletter was for them and were seeking additional personal 
explanations in private sessions; several talked about the question from the reader 
who wanted to know how to interpret the Sun sign information that appears here each 
month. Five readers talked about the selfish spouse who did not want his recently 
widowed mother-in-law to visit for a few days around the 4th of July because it cut 
into his time away for the holiday and beyond. One reader said she experienced a 
similar struggle when her mother passed away and her husband could not understand 
why she wanted to spend some time with her father in the year following her mother’s 
death; she too is an only child and wanted to support him and help him (and her) 
through their grief. Thanks to those who engaged in dialog. Responsibility seems to be 
the theme that dominates the mail in readers’ corner this month. Let’s see what you 
think.       
 

Q. My partner has an 11-year-old son from a previous marriage whom he sees 
every other weekend. He thinks it is a good idea that his son and I bond and to get to 
know one another. The boy lives with his mother about 10 miles away from me. At 
first my partner wanted me to take his son to music lessons, sports practice or events 
with friends on alternating Saturday mornings while he plays golf; within a month he 
asked me to go to his ex’s house and pick up the boy on the non-custodial Saturdays 
even though he would not be seeing his son those weekends. The current arrangement 
means I also have to drop him off at her home after activities end. When I first agreed 
to do this back in February it locked in my time until noon; now depending on what his 
son is doing I am tied up until at least 2 PM. It may not seem like a lot but I work full 
time and Saturday was my day to run errands, clean, and take care of personal 
matters so I could spend time with my partner. Now I am never caught up on Saturdays 
so that we are not seeing each other mostly because I am too tired and have more to 
do on Sundays than I would like. I feel it is asking a lot me to do this each weekend; 
we met in December, are not yet engaged and maintain separate homes. He is a Leo 
born July 24 and I am a Pisces born February 24. What are your thoughts on how long 
this arrangement should go on?      

 
A. Congratulations on landing a charming Leo who knows how to use his 

persuasive skills to delegate part of the responsibility for his child’s care to you on his 
custodial weekends. Not only that but he is a fast worker since you only met in 
December. Subsequently you have successfully relieved two ex-spouses of their 
responsibilities for their son part of each Saturday under the guise of bonding with this 
child. How nice of you to free up time for them while your own plans are put on the 
back burner. How much does he pay you for using your gasoline, time and energy to 
take on this task? At the end of your description of the problem you note that you are 
not engaged – has your partner given you any indication that he wants to get engaged 
and then marry you? If not, what is his rationale for requesting that you and his son 
bond? I would ask that question as soon as possible. Regardless of his answer it is time 
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to quit on short notice, i.e. now. After 5 months of “bonding” aka “chauffeuring” I 
think it is time for you to reclaim your normal Saturday down time. Your Sun signs are 
in what is called a quincunx aspect to one another, often a configuration that creates 
stress for one or both parties. How much time do you think you should be spending 
with your significant other? Has the current arrangement met your needs? Is a few 
hours on Sunday enough? Looks like it might be time for a relationship assessment. 
When the answers are in, you’ll know what to do.   

 
Q. My co-worker is a long-time client of yours and shared your last newsletter 

with me. I really enjoyed it and would like to get on your mailing list. She suggested 
you may be able to help me solve a sensitive problem. I am 26 years old, a Cancer 
born June 27, and live on my own while going to school and working full time. My 
budget does not have a lot of wiggle room in it but I manage to pay my bills on time 
and save for extras or planned events. I am going to be the maid of honor for a good 
friend in mid-October, have known about it since last summer and have been setting 
money aside to pay for expenses, gifts and a shower for the bride. My cousin, an Aries 
born March 28, asked me in late June to be the maid of honor for her wedding in early 
October, two weeks before my friend’s takes place. I was shocked that she waited so 
long to ask me and told her I look forward to attending her wedding but am unable to 
participate on short notice because it does not allow me enough time to save and 
prepare for the event and that it falls too close my friend’s wedding date. My cousin 
told me it is impolite to refuse to be in someone’s wedding party and that I should ask 
my parents for financial assistance if I can’t come up with the money. She reminded 
me that when we were younger we talked about being in each’s others’ weddings and 
that I am breaking my promise.Now she is not speaking to me and when I phone her 
the phone goes right to voice mail so I am sure she is avoiding me. I would never ask 
my parents for money to participate in someone’s wedding despite the family 
relationship. I really cannot manage two weddings each with a major role for me in 
such a tight timeframe, especially one that was so recently planned. I can’t figure out 
why she waited so long to ask me. Can you give me any insight into what is going on 
here astrologically?        

 
A. Apparently yourcousin’s chart was caught up in some heavy Uranus in Aries, 

Jupiter in Cancer and eclipses in Aries and Libra starting last year and continuing 
throughout 2015, all of which were complicated by hard aspects from transiting Pluto 
in Capricorn suggesting separations and breakups of one type or another. We don’t 
have all the facts. Is it possible that the October 3 date is the second one she set? How 
frequently have the two of you been in contact? It sounds like no recent dialog about 
wedding plans was shared with you, at least not in the last few years. One scenario 
from her chart aspects suggests that she had set a different date and asked another 
party to be maid of honor but that fell through along with other related plans. Was her 
relationship with her fiancé solid during the engagement period? She may have asked 
another person to stand up for her in late fall when she and her fiancé reset the 
wedding date for October 2015. I think that person backed out as well in the April-May 
2015 time period. Maybe that is why you heard nothing about the wedding until she 
asked you to be her maid of honor late last month. You have no directly related 
aspects to what is happening in her chart. Uranus in your chart is in Capricorn; in 
September it will receive a hard hit from the eclipse in Aries that falls in your 3rd 
House of communication, cousins and state of mind. You started feeling the eclipse 
effects 3-6 months early and have a hint of what is to come. Your cousin has not told 
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you everything about this situation nor should you ask and there’s a possibility she may 
not invite you to the wedding. Since you are unable to reach her by telephone 
(probably blocking your number), you might drop her a note to wish her well and let 
her know you look forward to talking with her when she is ready. By no means do you 
owe her an apology. I wish you success in carrying out the celebration plans for your 
friend’s wedding and will include you in future newsletter mailings starting with this 
one.   

 
CONFIDENTIAL TO DOUGHNUTS who has been bringing doughnuts or cupcakes 

for the baseball players to share after home games in her local community. She has 
been recently criticized by three spectators for bringing this type of food yet neither 
the players nor coaching staff of the adult team have raised objections and the 
contributions are always gobbled up. After your generous gesture over the last three 
seasons, just continue what you are doing. If any of the consumers were offended you 
would know by now. Meanwhile enjoy the games and root for your team. There is 
nothing major going on in your chart – the only thing I see related to the flack is the 
Moon’s North Node in Libra in your 5th House of sports that will receive the opposition 
hit from the September 27 lunar eclipse in Aries. That could represent criticism from 
fans at a sporting event or from others in your social circle. The grumbling could have 
been percolating over a year ago but just came to your attention. Smile and serve the 
sweets.  
 
 Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about last month’s 
newsletter. I’m glad you enjoyed Cancer’s issue and welcome your thoughts on Leo’s. 

 
 QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “A will finds a way.” …Orison Swett Marden 
 
OFFICE HOURS 
 

 Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11am–6 pm. 
 Tuesday: 12-6 pm. 
 Thursday: 12-6 pm. 
 Saturday: 11 am-4 pm. 
 All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours. 

 

Information about the sign of the month is general and may not address the 
actual activity in your chart. If this is your birthday month or if you are interested in 
learning more about how the current cycles affect your chart, call me to schedule an 
appointment for a personal consultation or a coaching session. I work with business 
owners, entrepreneurs, executives and individuals providing guidance and strategic 
planning advice in a variety of fields. For a unique approach give the gift of a 
consultation or a written report to a loved one or associate. Gift certificates are 
available in the amount of your choice. Refer a friend who could use a new 
perspective and receive a $15 discount toward your next consultation. I look forward 
to hearing from you. Make payments through PayPal to alice.deville27@gmail.com. 

 

The numerous written reports I offer include a color natal chart: Astro-Talk 
Complete Natal Interpretation Report, Child Star (intended for the younger set from 
infant through 16), Friends and Lovers to compare your data with a romantic partner, 
friend or business partner, Life Progressions which highlight important life stages for 
the current year or so, Solar Return report which describes the year from birthday to 

mailto:alice.deville27@gmail.com
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birthday, or Timeline Report ($40 for a year of data) that highlights how current 
planets affect your life. You can also give a gift certificate for a personal consultation.    
   

EEEnnnjjjoooyyy   ttthhheee   sssuuunnnnnnyyy,,,   rrreeelllaaaxxxiiinnnggg   dddaaayyysss   ooofff   sssuuummmmmmeeerrr,,,   

 
Alice 
 
Alice DeVille  
Consulting Services 
Office: (813) 374-5398 
www.astrologyondemand.com 
Twitter@AstroOnDemand 
 
 
NOTE: I normally keep files for five years and continuously update both online and 
postal mailing lists. If you have moved in the past six months, please send your current 
address. To be removed from this mailing list or to make a mailing address change, 
send a message to DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.  
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